Citing Articles

Not sure how to cite a post-print you found on the Digital Commons@Otterbein? Below, you will find guidance on how to cite different versions of articles in APA, Chicago, and MLA style.

APA Style

- **Pre-prints (prior to peer review)**
  - If the work is available on an electronic archive, such as a pre-print archive, give this information at the end.

- **Post-prints (after peer review but prior to publication)**

- **Final published articles**
  - Include the digital object identifier (DOI) if one is assigned; if no DOI is assigned and you retrieved the content online, include the URL of the home page of the journal, newsletter, or magazine. Use this format: Retrieved from [http://www.xxxxxxxxxxxxxx](http://www.xxxxxxxxxxxxxx)


Chicago Manual of Style

- **Pre-prints (prior to peer review)**
  - Not having been subject to peer review, pre-prints are treated as unpublished material.
  - Author Last, First. "Article Title." Preprint, submitted Month Day, Year. URL.

- **Post-prints (after peer review but prior to publication)**
  - If an article has been accepted for publication but has not yet appeared, *forthcoming* stands in place of the year and the page numbers. Any article not yet accepted should be treated as an unpublished manuscript (see above).
  - Author Last, First. "Article Title." *Journal Name* volume (forthcoming).
• **Example:** Author, Margaret M. "Article Title." *Journal Name* 98 (forthcoming).
• If an article is published by a journal electronically ahead of the official publication date, use the posted publication date. In such cases, information about pagination may not yet be available.
  • **Example:** Black, Steven. "Changing Epidemiology of Invasive Pneumococcal Disease: A Complicated Story." *Clinical Infectious Diseases* 47. Published electronically July 14, 2008. doi:10.1086/590002.

**Final published article**
• Author Last, First. "Article Title." *Journal Name* volume, issue (year): p-p. URL or DOI (for sources consulted online).


**MLA Style**

• **Pre-prints (prior to peer review)**
  • Author Last, First. "Title of Article." Version, submitted Day Month Year. *Repository Name*, URL in repository.

• **Post-prints (after peer review, but prior to publication)**
  • Author Last, First. "Title of Article." *Journal Name*, version, volume, issue, year. *Repository Name*, URL in repository.

• **Final published articles**
  • Author Last, First. "Title of Article." *Journal Name*, volume, issue, year, page range. Database/digital platform, DOI or URL.
    • Include the digital object identifier (DOI) if one is assigned; if no DOI is assigned and you retrieved the content online, provide the URL (preferably one identified as a stable or permanent URL).